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Christine Holgate
Response to Australia Post Submission and Subsequent Announcements.
I have no intent on critiquing the Australia Post Submission, but given the Chair’s recent
announcement, I feel it is important that the Senate receive further clarity on two very important
matters, my Standing Down and my Offer of Resignation.
Standing Aside:
Since the events of October 22rd 2020, when I was instructed by the Prime Minister in Parliament
that I must stand aside or go, accused of a crime when I had done no wrong, given no opportunity to
be heard and then unlawfully stood down by the Chair of Australia Post, I have had to continuously
defend my innocence.
The simple facts are at no stage did I agree to stand down and every credible piece of evidence
underpins this. There is no written evidence I agreed to stand down, on the contrary there is
significant documented evidence including to the Board Director Tony Nutt, to John Curtis (recently
retired Chair of Allianz) and Andrew Pike, Executive Partner at the leading law firm Herbert Smith
Freehills, that I was offering to take annual leave and that I had done no wrong. I was unlawfully
stood down by the Chair of Australia Post.
The Chair of Australia Post continuously ‘forgets’ that I have an employment contract and under that
contract, I am given rights, like every other employee at Australia Post. What the Chair did to me by
announcing I would stand aside was unlawful, unjustified and made my leadership at Australia Post
untenable, seriously impacting my health.
To aid the Senate Committee on this matter I have sought the opinion of a leading Senior Counsel
on employment matters, Mr. Ingmar Taylor SC. His opinion can be found in Appendix 1 of this
document. His opinion concludes:
“In my opinion:
a.
the action by Australia Post of standing down Ms Holgate, assuming it was done without
her agreement (in writing or at all), was in breach of contract and unlawful;
b.

a Court, if called on to do so, would determine that such conduct, if proven, was
sufficiently serious as to amount to repudiatory conduct, entitling Ms Holgate to elect
to terminate the contract and seek compensation. “

I urge the Senators to read this important document. It highlights that under my contract, in clause
14.1 any variation requires a document to executed by both parties. There is no document that gives
my written approval to stand me down.
My contract under clause 10.4(a) does give Australia Post the right to stand me down if it is
investigating a serious disciplinary action involving me and after being satisfied there was a proper
basis to do so. Neither was there a serious disciplinary offence, nor did the Chair take any time to
consider it, nor were they investigating it, it was the Shareholder who were investigating the rewards.
No process was followed.
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A copy of my contract can be found in Appendix 2.
The facts regarding my Standing Down are covered extensively in my main submission on pages 3749. However, for clarity I believe it is important to highlight some additional facts.
On pages 3 & 14 of the Australia Post review, it states I verbally agreed to stand down, this is
repeated in a statement made by the Australia Post Chair, Lucio Di Bartolomeo on Wednesday 07th
April 2021.
The Chair wrote to me on October 25th 2020 (dated 24th), (see Appendix 12 of my main submission).
In his letter he asserts I verbally agreed to stand down although he asserts that the standing down
was instructed by the Shareholder. The shareholder has no right to instruct me to stand down
without going through due process. His letter blatantly ignores the law or my contract.
Following two letters to the Chair by my lawyer and a third open letter shared with the media (see
Appendices 13, 14 & 15 in my main submission) in which we assert I had not agreed to stand down
and I had not been given any proper notification of being stood down; the Chair writes to my lawyer
on the 29th October 2020. (See Appendix 16 in my main submission) and again asserts I agreed to
stand down, but again gives no details when I did this.
I write to Australia Post on Friday 30th October and ask what hour had I agreed to stand down. Their
response was, they needed to seek legal advice. I heard nothing more.
In the Senate on November 7th, giving evidence, he stated that after questioning by Senator Green
regarding the events of my standing aside “The Board did come together and we did consider the
decision. We had discussions with Christine and ultimately she agreed.” (Incidentally no one has
ever confirmed who the we was).
In the Senate on March 23rd 2021 (approx. 11.28) after questioning by Senator McKenzie on whether
I had been suspended, the Chair stated “we advised her, she was reluctant at first, but late that
afternoon she agreed”. Then at approx. 11.36am the Chair stated the Board elected to stand me
down on the basis of the shareholders had asked the department to undertake an investigation; this
is not lawful.
The Chair of Australia Post’s defence for his actions is that he has phone records to prove his
argument.
For approximately 4 weeks, I have requested the records of calls to and from my phone on October
22nd 2020. Australia Post has only provided a copy of the outgoing calls from my phone and this was
4 days after our submissions were due to be lodged with the Senate. I have not been provided with
any details of my incoming calls, despite numerous requests. I have asked to see the phone records
the Chair refers to in his statement and the details of the Board minutes he claims took place
amongst other details. Australia Post has so far refused to provide them, informing me they could
take 30 days to consider the request and if they do agree, they could charge me for collating the
data. There are no details of this Board meeting in the Australia Post submission which heightens
my suspicion it did not take place and the Board members neither all agreed to stand me down or
approve his release on the evening of 22nd October 2020.
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I would like to remind the Senators that on numerous occasions, including when I shared with
Maddocks (who undertook the investigation) the Shareholder Ministers and the whole Board of
Australia Post that I travelled back that afternoon with Sue Davies, the Executive General Manager
People & Culture and she would be witness that I did not agree with anyone to stand down, instead I
was preparing an announcement that I had offered to take annual leave. Sue Davies was also my
support person at my interview with Maddocks and was the person I kept across all major
correspondence on this matter. At no point has the Chair of Australia Post ever addressed this, nor
did Maddocks or the Shareholders.
Interestingly as Sue was with me for the whole afternoon of October 22nd, I am also witness that the
Chair did not ask her for a copy of my contract, which would be reasonable if you were holding a
Board meeting that afternoon to discuss whether I should be stood down or not.
I also shared with Maddocks, the Shareholder Ministers and the whole Board that I had numerous
calls, messages and emails with the Board Director, Tony Nutt that afternoon. Tony was helping me
prepare a statement that I had done no wrong, I would take annual leave and I would support an
investigation. I shared with them all that I had hard documented evidence of this and offered to
share even more details with them. The Chair has never acknowledged this, and just like the details
around Sue Davies, it is not included in any of his commentary regarding standing me down. Nor has
anyone requested a copy of the further evidence, which would be reasonable considering the gravity
of my claims
At no stage have I said there were not calls on my phone that afternoon to and from the Chair, or
that Sue Davies did not speak to the Chair. I acknowledge that this did happen in my submission. I
have asserted from the beginning that I did not speak to the Chair and agree to stand down.
There were approximately 57 outgoing phone calls from my phone on the afternoon of the 22nd
October 2020 following the incident in parliament. I do not know how many additional incoming
calls there were as Australia Post has not provided any records to me. The outgoing calls can be
summarized as:
• Calls to my Husband, totaled 3
• Calls to seek advice on a statement, totaled 12
• Calls to Tony Nutt (Board Director who was helping me prepare the statement), totaled 14
• Calls to a Senior Partner at Herbert Smith Freehills, totaled 6
• Calls to my mentor John Curtis, totaled 10
• Calls to numerous others, totaled 10
• Calls to Chair, totaled 2.
There were also numerous text messages that afternoon. There were 9 text messages between
Tony Nutt and I. There were none with the Chair, Lucio.
There were also numerous emails. There were 9 outgoing emails from 5.36pm that afternoon. I
have included a copy of these in Appendix 3 of this document, as I believe it is important the Senate
can appreciate what I was communicating and with whom. There were 4 emails were with Tony Nutt
including draft statements I possibly would make. 2 emails were with John Curtis, my mentor. 1
email with Andrew Pike a lawyer. 1 with a media adviser, Ross Thornton. 2 emails to the Chair, one
requesting annual leave the other forwarding a complaint written to the shareholder ministers by a
customer regarding what had happened to me. I received numerous emails, but none from the
Chair.
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The two calls on my records to the Chair’s phone are at 4.27pm for 2 minutes 51 seconds that day
and at 5.50pm for 4 minutes 25 seconds. I do recall seeing I had missed calls from the Chair whilst on
other calls and I called back and passed my phone to Sue Davies as I did not want to speak to him as I
was extremely disappointed in what had happened. These two calls appear to be the calls the Chair
is referring to in his media statement on the 7th April as they are the exact same time. This suggests
to me there were no other incoming calls from the Chair answered by me, or Australia Post would
have detailed them.
The Chair’s purported defence for what he did to me was to falsely assert that on a call between
5.50 & 5.54.27pm I agreed to stand down. I ask Senators to consider how credible is this when at
5.53.54pm I sent him an email requesting annual leave as evidenced in Appendix 3. Media articles
report that when he was questioned on this, he said I saw her email and told her not to worry, you
do not need to take annual leave, we will pay you. For this to be true, you would have to believe
that in 33 seconds the Chair saw my email, argued his case and I agreed to stand down. I strongly
suggest, this is not credible and has absolutely no merit.
If by any chance I had verbally agreed, why would I go on to write further draft statements to Tony
Nutt and make calls to him and others.
If there was a Board meeting, as the Chair continues to claim, at which the Board members approved
standing me down on the afternoon of October 22nd, why did Tony Nutt not tell the other Board
members, that I did not want to stand down and that he was coaching me on a statement regarding
taking annual leave. Either there was no such Board meeting, or Tony Nutt was deliberately
misleading me.
In Australia Post’s submission they claim they emailed a draft statement at 7.20pm on the evening of
22nd October and because I did not object, they released it. First, I arrived home at approximately
7.00pm that evening to be hit with a media storm, following an extremely traumatic day. If this is
true, why did they not call me, if in 20 minutes I had not responded and it was urgent. Second,
Australia Post withdrew their media statement of the night of October 22nd from the Australia Post
website recently, an act which made many following this story suspicious. My notes detail this was
originally put out at around 7.02pm not 7.40pm that night as they now assert, ie almost 20 minutes
before it was sent to my email. I remark on this timing in my letter to the Board on the 2nd
December and no one came back and corrected it.
My evidence is consistent with all the facts I gave Maddocks on November 11th 2020, both
Shareholder Ministers on the 23rd and 25th November 2020 and all the Australia Post Board on the
2nd December 2020. This is included in my main submission.
On the contrary, the evidence of the Chair of Australia Post has regularly changed.
• In his letter dated October 24th;
• On November 9th giving evidence at Senate Estimates;
• On March 23rd giving evidence at Senate Estimates;
• In Australia Post’s submission to this inquiry, their evidence is different again;
• In a public statement on April 7th, the Chair’s evidence again evolves.
Each time I have raised that the Chair unlawfully stood me down, misled the Senate on important
matters such as being extensively involved with the BCG review or not and that I had not agreed any
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release with Australia Post. Despite the seriousness of these statements, I was at best told by
Australia Post’s lawyers, in reference to misleading the Senate that they would consider it in their
own time. Neither Maddocks, who were conducting an investigation into governance covered it, nor
either of the Shareholder Ministers appear to do anything.
At no point has Australia Post refuted Sue Davies was my witness to not agreeing to stand down with
anyone, or that I was agreeing a very different statement with Tony Nutt that afternoon, or that my
extensive evidence regarding the BCG review was not true.
The Chair’s evidence throughout this has proven untrustworthy. As well as the incidences regarding
myself, he cannot refute the magnitude of his involvement with the BCG review, yet even as recent
as March 23rd 2021, he again denies it, at a time knowing I have shared with him and others his
significant involvement.
I am extremely disappointed that not only does the Chair continue to make false statements with
regard to me, fellow Board members and the Shareholder Ministers are protecting this behaviour
and not addressing the serious concerns I have raised.
I conclude, the evidence of the Chair of Australia Post on this matter cannot be trusted. This is
evidenced by a complete lack of any lawful justification to stand me down or written evidence of
facts that I agreed.
My Offer to Resign.
This subject is extensively covered in my submission under section C, from page 19 in my main
submission.
In Australia Post’s submission and the Chair’s media statement on April 7th, they continue to assert
that they have resolved my employment, I believe it is important that the Senators are aware of
certain important facts.
As noted above, I was unlawfully stood down, I did not agree to stand down and the actions of the
Chair repudiated my contract. See Appendix 1 for the advice from the Senior Counsel.
Under my contract, see Appendix 2, it clearly states in clause 14.1, that any variations to my contract
must be resolved by both parties. I have not signed any document. Again, Australia Post appear to
blatantly disregard my contract.
I offered to resign with the important condition was that the agreement was reached that day. It
was not.
I offered to resign that day on 2nd November as I was extremely concerned about the damaging
effect the investigation was having on the business and our people, at a time when it was critical
everyone was focused as we entered peak and I was concerned for my own health. I had suffered
the most harrowing 10 days of my career. I was under significant stress, taking medication and
formally on sick leave. All of which the Board was fully aware of.
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I personally find it offensive that the Australia Post Chair can write “we were saddened and
disappointed when Ms. Holgate resigned’ and ‘Ms. Holgate’s welfare remained a priority’. If this was
true, why did not one Board member come and visit me, why did the Board Director and Chair of
People & Sustainability, Deidre Wilmott not reach out to me, or why did not one Board Director
make any effort to defend my character, even when I was being depicted as a prostitute. Sue
Davies, acted personally to support me, not under the instruction of the Board. Why did the Chair
not call me or make any effort to assess whether resigning was what I really wanted? If Australia
Post genuinely wanted me to remain, why did they cut me off from critical reports, disallow me to
talk to employees or communicate with customers.
If such was their disappointment, why was the next communication I received from the Chair on the
following day ie 3rd November 2020 (after their offer for me to sign a variation to my contract), a
request for me to approve the Hansard in effectively 36 hours. The Hansard attached could not be
printed or marked up and as that day was a public holiday in Victoria no one could help. I had to
wait until the following day and even then, they refused to give me proper access to the file and
instead I had to rewrite out all corrections and review a 41-page document in very small print. This
did not feel like the action of a Chair who was saddened and concerned for my health.
Their statement is shallow and offensive.
The Australia Post Chair’s at Senate Estimates on March 23rd (at approximately 12.44pm) clearly
stated they did not seek to vary my contract or place any additional conditions on me. On the 7th
April the Chair’s statement explains that my contract expires on the 2nd May. Neither of these
statements were the intent of Australia Post.
First, why did Australia Post write to me and ask me to sign a variation to my contract adding an
additional clause when they asked me to sign:
“I, Christine Holgate, agree that my resignation will take effect immediately (today) and I will not
receive a payment in lieu of notice or any other financial compensation from Australia Post. “
My lawyer was suspicious of this, not only did he believe the letter was potentially unlawful as it did
not qualify that I would receive statutory benefits, nor did it make it clear that I would be released
that day, he believed they would hold me to all terms but not pay me, he also noted the additional
term as highlighted above. He believed if I signed this, I would potentially not be able to make any
future claims against the organisation, even if they continued to defame me. This is a right I have in
my contract today and seeking me to forgo this right, was clearly an additional condition. I did not
sign it.
His concerns were confirmed in the two letters Australia Post wrote on December 16th. See
Appendix 4. The first letter clearly states “Australia Post does not agree with your assertion that the
post-employment restraints that apply to Ms Holgate are unenforceable in the absence of a
payment to her.” This confirms that they were trying to hold me to not working for 12 months with
no pay. The second letter is an offer to waive my 6 months non-compete if in turn I release “the
Australia Post companies and their officers and employees from all legal claims relating to her
employment and the termination of her employment”. I did not sign it.
It is very clear that at a time when I was ill and vulnerable, yet still trying to do ‘the right thing’ for
our customers and employees, Australia Post chose to attempt to trick me into signing a very poor
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agreement; one which could effectively hold me from working for up to 12 months, I would receive
no pay and I would have no ability to address their continuing defaming of me. All of this after they
had already knowingly unlawfully stood me down.
Generally, I have respect for individuals who choose to serve our country through a Government
role. I believe serving our country is a great honour and it is for these reasons I chose to continue to
chair two very important Boards for the Government, Co-Chairing the Ministerial Advisory Council
for Trade – now with Minister Tehan and Chairing the Australia ASEAN Council. I am though greatly
disappointed that both Shareholder Ministers and the Prime Ministers Office all knew there were
issues with my offer to resign, including that I had not signed a Deed of Release. Both Shareholder
Ministers knew my health was seriously suffering. Yet they have all done nothing to help resolve it,
even after several requests for help and now claim what has happened to me following the events in
Parliament, was a matter for the Board.
Since my submission became public last week, I have received considerable offers of legal advice,
many have suggested that Australia Post again failed to follow good process. Fair Work suggests
that when an individual is on sick leave, particularly if that leave was due to mental health reasons,
the employer has an obligation to thoroughly test this is what they want. This of course did not
happen with me, not one person on the Board offered to meet with me to check-in one me and test
this is what I really wanted, yet they all knew I was seriously ill. Again, the Australia Post Chair failed
in his duties.
Throughout this period the Australia Post Chair has acted in a manner that is the antithesis to the
implied duty of trust and confidence.
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Appendix 1.

CHRISTINE HOLGATE V AUSTRALIA POST
MEMORANDUM OF ADVICE

INGMAR TAYLOR SC
Greenway Chambers
Level 10, 99 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
T|
E|

Damian Sturzaker
Marque Lawyers Pty Ltd
Level 4, 343 George Street
Sydney NSW 2000
T|
M|
E|
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MEMORANDUM OF ADVICE
CHRISTINE HOLGATE V AUSTRALIA POST
1.

My instructing solicitors, Marque Lawyers, act for Christine Holgate, former Managing
Director and Group CEO of Australia Post.

2.

I have been briefed with a number of documents including Ms Holgate’s employment
contract with Australia Post dated 19 June 2017 (the Contract), and correspondence
between Ms Holgate and Australia Post commencing on 24 October 2020 concerning
her being stood aside from her duties and the subsequent termination of the Contract.
I have also been provided with a copy of a submission by Ms Holgate dated 19 March
2021 to the Environment and Communications References Committee of the Senate
in respect of its inquiry into Australia Post which contains, relevantly, Ms Holgate’s
recollection of key events.

WHETHER THE ACTION OF STANDING MS HOLGATE ASIDE WAS LAWFUL
3.

Ms Holgate was stood aside with pay effective 24 October 2020. The letter from
Australia Post dated 24 October 2020 stated she was not to attend the workplace or
carry out any of her ordinary work duties other than as directed by the Chairman, nor
was she to have any work-related communications with any directors, officers or
employees of Australia Post.

4.

The general rule is that it is not a breach of contract for an employer to determine to
provide an employee with no work, provided they continue to pay them. That rule
does not apply in respect of those who hold a particular office, such as a CEO. As a
matter of contract, such an employee cannot be relieved of their duties, whether with
or without pay, absent an express term of the contract which permits that to occur. If
there is any such express term it is to be construed strictly, given such a right is
otherwise contrary to the essence of such a contract.

5.

Clause 10.4(a) of the Contract, whilst not using the expression “stand aside” provided
Australia Post with the right to direct Ms Holgate to perform only such duties as
Australia Post may determine or not to perform any duties at all in certain limited
circumstances. The right could be exercised only during a period of notice of
termination (ie ‘gardening leave’) or “during any period in which Australia Post is
investigating any disciplinary issue involving [Ms Holgate]” (my emphasis).

6.

There is a factual dispute as to whether Ms Holgate agreed to stand aside. The letter
from the Chair of 24 October 2020 stated that Ms Holgate had agreed to stand aside.
Ms Holgate, through her lawyer, responded stating that she had expressly not agreed
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to stand aside. This is a position that Ms Holgate has always maintained and is
addressed in her Senate submission. She offered to take a period of annual leave but
refused to stand aside or accept that she could be stood aside and disputed strongly
that there was any basis upon which she could be asked to be stood aside.
7.

The Contract at clause 14.1 provided that it could only be varied or replaced by a
document executed by both parties. To the best of my knowledge no document
containing a written agreement varying the contract to provide that Ms Holgate stand
aside was executed. Australia Post in its correspondence does not suggest any such
written agreement was made.

8.

The letter of 24 October 2020 from the Chair stated that Ms Holgate was being stood
aside “pending the outcome of the Shareholder’s investigation and any further action
taken by Australia Post”. The reference to Shareholder is a reference to the Minister(s)
of the Federal Government who hold the shares in Australia Post on behalf of
Commonwealth. The reference to an investigation is a reference to an announcement
made by Minister Paul Fletcher that the Government had appointed a person to
investigate the circumstances in which Australia Post had purchased and given to four
senior executives Cartier watches.

9.

The contractual term permitting her to be stood aside applied only if there was to be
an investigation of a disciplinary nature by Australia Post. The investigation in
question was not being conducted by Australia Post. Further, before Australia Post
could determine to commence a disciplinary investigation process it would have
needed to have been satisfied that there was a proper basis to do so. There would
have to be, at the very least, a very serious question as to whether it could have
formed the requisite view given relevant facts known to Australia Post at that time as
to the circumstances in which the watches had been purchased, which demonstrated
their purchase involved no misconduct by Ms Holgate.

10.

For those reasons, assuming Ms Holgate did not agree to do so, standing her aside was
in breach of contract and so unlawful.

WHETHER THE ACTION OF STANDING MS HOLGATE ASIDE AMOUNTED TO A
REPUDIATION OF THE CONTRACT
11.

A repudiation of a contract occurs when a party engages in conduct that clearly evinces
an absence of willingness to perform that party’s contractual obligations, and the
unwillingness is sufficiently serious.

12.

A repudiatory breach ordinarily entitles the party affected to elect to terminate the
contract and seek compensation for the unlawful conduct.
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13.

Unless permitted by the contract of employment, to stand aside the CEO of an
organisation and direct them to undertake no work and engage in no workrelated
communications goes so squarely to the heart of the contract as to amount to a
repudiatory breach of contract.

14.

In my opinion the conduct of standing Ms Holgate aside, if done without her
agreement, repudiated Ms Holgate’s contract and gave her the right to accept that
repudiation, terminate the contract and, if she chose, seek compensation.

CONCLUSION
15.

In my opinion:
c.
the action by Australia Post of standing down Ms Holgate, assuming it was
done without her agreement (in writing or at all), was in breach of contract and
unlawful;
d.

a Court, if called on to do so, would determine that such conduct, if proven,
was sufficiently serious as to amount to repudiatory conduct, entitling Ms
Holgate to elect to terminate the contract and seek compensation.

INGMAR TAYLOR SC GREENWAY CHAMBERS
11 APRIL 2021

LIABILITY LIMITED BY A SCHEME APPROVED UN
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Appendix 2 - A copy of my employment contract. See attached
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Appendix 3 A copy of my outgoing emails on the afternoon of October 22nd 2020.
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Appendix 4 – Letters from Australia Post on December 16th 2020.
Allens
101 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000 Australia
T

F

www.allens.com.au

16 December 2020
Bryan Belling Belling Legal
GPO Box 1776
Melbourne VIC 3001 Australia
ABN 47 702 595 758

By Email:

Dear Mr Belling

Christine Holgate – Australia Post
I refer to your letter dated 8 December 2020 and our discussion on 9 December 2020.

Senate Estimates
I refer to my letter dated 3 December 2020 and confirm that Australia Post is following its usual
process of reviewing the Hansard transcript for the Senate Estimates hearing on 9 November 2020
and Australia Post will consider the matters raised by Ms Holgate in its review.

Post-employment restraints
Australia Post does not agree with your assertion that the post-employment restraints that apply to Ms
Holgate are unenforceable in the absence of a payment to her.
Yours sincerely

pp.
Simon Dewberry
Partner
T
Company Name
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Allens
101 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000 Australia
T

F

www.allens.com.au

16 December 2020
Bryan Belling Belling Legal
GPO Box 1776
Melbourne VIC 3001 Australia
ABN 47 702 595 758

By Email:

Without prejudice

Dear Mr Belling

Christine Holgate – Australia Post
I refer to your letter dated 8 December 2020 and our discussion on 9 December 2020 about the postemployment restraints that apply to Ms Holgate.
Australia Post is willing to release Ms Holgate from the non-competition restraint under clause 2(a)(i)
of the Restraint Deed at Annexure B of her employment contract if Ms Holgate signs a deed under
which she:
1. agrees that she is bound by the non-solicit restraints set out below. The underlined words have
been added to the existing restraint under clauses 2(a)(ii) of the Restraint Deed at Annexure B in Ms
Holgate's employment contract:
a. Ms Holgate will not, on her own account or on behalf of any person or entity, anywhere in Australia,
until 2 May 2021:
(i) solicit or endeavour to solicit or approach or accept any approach from any director, officer,
employee, contractor or agent of Australia Post or a Group Company with whom she had work
related dealings during the Relevant Period, with the purpose of enticing that person away from
Australia Post or the Group Company and procuring the employment or engagement of that
person by any Prohibited Business;
(ii) solicit, canvass, approach or accept any approach from any person or entity who was
during the Relevant Period a customer, supplier, distributor or licensee of or to Australia Post or
a Group Company, with whom she had work related dealings during the Relevant Period, with
a view to establishing a relationship with or obtaining the custom of that person or entity with a
Prohibited Business; and
(iii) interfere or seek to interfere, directly or indirectly, with the relationship between Australia
Post or a Group Company and its customers, suppliers, distributors, licensees, officers,
employees, contractors or agents in the conduct of its business;
2. agrees that she continues to bound by the confidentiality obligations set out in the
Confidentiality Deed at Annexure A of her employment contract; and
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3. releases the Australia Post companies and their officers and employees from all legal claims
relating to her employment and the termination of her employment.
This offer is open for acceptance until 24 December 2020. Yours sincerely

pp.

Simon Dewberry
Partner
T
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